Title Alliance Appoints Angie Riccardi Escrow Officer for Newman Title

Newman Title announces Angie Riccardi as Escrow Officer. Riccardi will work closely with agents, lenders, buyers and sellers to provide an exceptional closing experience.

STRONGSVILLE, Ohio (PRWEB) April 11, 2019 -- Title Alliance, Ltd, a RESPA-compliant ESOP leader in joint ventured title insurance agencies, announced today it has appointed Angie Riccardi as Escrow Officer for Newman Title. The appointment comes after the announcement of Lindsay Smith as Chief Strategy Officer.

Riccardi’s career in the title industry began in 2002 when she began processing and clearing title for a title company going back and forth between the lender side and title side. Before joining Newman Title, Riccardi worked as a Loan Funder for 5 years at a mortgage company.

“The job of an escrow officer is a highly responsible one requiring good decision-making skills and high levels of customer service and care,” says Erin Koz, Manager for Newman Title. “Angie’s experience shows that she has the necessary skills to make critical and timely reviews of documents to assure that closings and funding happen like clockwork.”

As an Escrow Officer, Riccardi will be playing a key role in the home buying and selling process. She will work closely with agents, lenders, buyer and sellers and other real estate professionals integral to the process of every real estate transaction in preparing for and processing their real estate transactions.

“I’m eager to start this position and work closely with all things escrow that essentially allows for closings and brings our clients the joy of homeownership,” says Riccardi.

Riccardi can be reached at ariccardi@newmantitle.com.

About Title Alliance:
Title Alliance, Ltd, an ESOP Company is located in Media, PA and has been creating RESPA compliant title joint ventures since 1983 with lenders, mortgage bankers, realtors, builders and credit unions. Their roots date back to 1948 when their first agency, which is still in existence today, was formed. For more information or to find out how a Title Alliance partnership or title management skills could benefit you visit them online or contact Lindsay Smith at 800-220-3901 x 165.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.